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In a new title in this series of charming and inventive board books, readers will find a little book

nestled inside a bigger one: Turn the pages to match the baby animals to their parents, and learn

some early concepts along the way.
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This book is really cute. I bought it for my newborn, and my 8 year old actually loved it. The small

flaps are a little hard to manage when holding and reading to the baby- but this will get better as he

gets older and I love the concept!

I purchased this as a part of a baby shower gift. It's super cute and a really nice quality. It doesn't

fall like it would fall apart after a few uses. One thing that you can't see well from the photos is the

2nd reveal section. The large whale is like a normal page. Where the baby whale is on the cover,

those open up separately to reveal the mama's baby. The storyline is cute and makes a good

evening bedtime story.

This is the cutest board book ever! I haven't seen one like it. Each page has a mini cutout - so the

picture of the mama is on the big part of the page, and the baby is in the small part of the page. This



means that the child get to turn his/her own little page. It has the same fun feel of a book that has

little flip up parts for a child to look at, in that it gives the child something special to do, but with no

risk of breakage - it's nice and sturdy.

This is a cute baby book. It was hard for me to turn the smaller portion of the page (with the baby)

while I held my daughter so we just don't read this one too much. It's a simple book and the

illustrations are beautiful. This is a great addition to a nautical nursery. In other words, it looks great

on the book shelf.

It's a cute book with cute pictures but the verses leave something to be desired and the little pop out

section is difficult to navigate when doing story time with my little. If I had seen the whole thing in

person I probably wouldn't have purchased it.

The story and design of this series of books is beautiful. My son loves the colors and getting to know

the different animals. Plus they are a great starting point to imagining bigger stories about each

parent animal and baby. The one drawback I've found is that it can be difficult to hold the book and

flip and keep both sets of pages open while also holding your baby. Now that my son is getting

better about sitting up on his own, this is easier. But they definitely aren't the easiest books for infant

story time.

I ordered this because it was cute. It arrived a little bit beat up, but it wasn't worth the hassle to

return/exchange it. I can see how people might get worried the little book could get separated from

the big book -- I doubt it would stand up to a ton of use over time. However, it's cute, and is a great

addition to a child's library!

Super cute book - it's a little hard to read, having to turn both the big and small pages, but it's

adorable and fits with our whale theme because the cover is whales. The book just has an under

the sea theme, it isn't all whales.
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